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Pre-lab Statement
In this lab, you will model a Pokémon. If you are not familiar with it, Google
it.* For the purposes of this lab, some poke-facts have been modified. If you
don’t like the idea of knowing what a Pokémon is, assume it is a class with
some variables and methods. You don’t need to know anything in particular
about Pokémon to do the lab correctly. Here’s a quick OOP-ish description of
what it is.

Every Pokémon has a 

1. Name
2. Level
3. Experience Points

Every Pokémon can

1. Attack with some moves they get from types
2. Evolve after they reach a particular level

Pokémons can belong to exactly one or two of the following types

1. Fire
2. Ghost
3. Dark
4. Psychic

Each of these types have their own attacks. For example, the type Fire can
have attacks Ember, Flamethrower, Fire Punch and so on.

In the lab, you will be expected to use interfaces, abstract classes to model
the  general attributes  and  actions.  Then,  you  will  create  classes  which
derive from these interfaces and abstract classes. Inheritance is what links
them together. You will see “generalization”, “specialization” and all these
vague terms making an appearance as your program begins to shape up.

References

 Text  Book  –  Thinking  in  Java,  Chapter  topics  –  Abstract  Classes,  Interfaces  and
Inheritance

Note:  You  can  use  any  other  book  to  for  understanding  above  mentioned  topics.  Try  to
understand these topic with examples. 

*we do not bear any responsibility if you get addicted to the game :P



Lab Statement

A Pokémon, in general, should have name, level, exp_points, canEvolve(). 
Remember the naming conventions for getters and setters. For a field 
test_field, the getter should be getTest_field(). Differently named getters 
and setters will be penalized.

All the attacks should be named in lowercase with no spaces/change in 
name. The types and their corresponding attacks have been mentioned.

Type Attacks
Fire flamethrower, ember
Ghost destinybond, shadowpunch
Dark bite, feintattack
Psychic confusion, psych

Implement the following Pokémons with the mentioned constraints.

Charmander
 Name: Charmander
 Level: 15
 Type: Fire
 Experience Points: 900/1000
 canEvolve() returns true only if Level > 15
 flamethrower() returns true only if Level > 20
 ember() returns true only if Level > 10

Sableye
 Name: Sableye
 Level: 26
 Type: Ghost and Dark
 Experience Points: 500/1000
 canEvolve() always returns false
 bite() always returns true
 feintattack() always returns true
 shadowpunch() always returns false
 destinybond() always returns true

Kadabra
 Name: Kadabra
 Level: 76
 Type: Psychic
 Experience Points: 10/1000
 canEvolve() always returns true



 confusion() always returns true
 psych() always returns true
 winBattle() increments experience points by 2015. If the experience

points accumulated exceeds 1000, (x/1000 where x>1000), then the
level is incremented by 1 for every 1000. For example, if exp points is
500/1000 and 2015 points are added, the new experience point will be
515/1000 and level will be incremented by 2.

Houndoom
 Name: Houndoom
 Type: Fire and Dark
 Level: 64
 Experience Points: 70/1000
 feintattack() always returns false
 bite() always returns false
 ember() always returns true
 flamethrower() always returns false
 canEvolve() always returns false
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